
K-60 LP

DALI PHANTOM

PREMIUM LOW PROFILE  
IN-CEILING HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER

SUPERIOR  

SOUND QUALITY

The newly developed drivers for the K-60 LP unites  
long throw excursion for remarkable bass reproduction, 
combined with a detailed and coherent high frequency 
response. This makes the K-60 LP the best sounding ultra-
shallow CI speaker on the market.  

EASY INSTALLATION

The integrated dogleg mounting system makes the install 
process an easy one step action.The K-60 LP is also 
developed to be used without a backbox behind it.  
This makes installation extremely easy.   

LOW PROFILE  

INSTALLATION DEPTH

With a total depth from the rear of the ceiling to the rear  
of the speaker of 36.5mm, the K-60 LP is amongst the most 
shallow in-ceiling speakers available. Measuring from the front 
of the speaker to the back of the speaker the K-60 LP has a 
depth of only 41mm.

DISCRETE DESIGN

Once installed the K-60 LP’s elegant, low profile grille can be 
fitted in place. The standard K-60 LP grille is finished in a true 
white without hints of grey or yellow. An optional black grille is 
also available for the K-60 LP and the mesh grilles (round or 
square) from the DALI PHANTOM E-60 can also be fitted  
as an alternative.

The K-60 LP is the best sounding ultra-shallow in-ceiling speaker 
available. Developed from the ground up, to deliver superior sound 
quality and class leading bass reproduction, in the tightest of spaces.



Frequency Range 52 - 26.000 Hz, ±3 dB

Sensitivity 84 dB @ 1 m for 2.83 V

Nominal Impedance 8 ohm

Maximum SPL 103 dB @ 1 m

Crossover Frequency 2400 Hz

Recommended Amplifier Power 40 - 150 W

High Frequency Driver 1 x 25 mm dome

High Frequency Diaphragm Soft woven fabric

Low/Mid Frequency Driver 1 x 6 inch low profile

Low/Mid Frequency Diaphragm Anodised aluminium

Rear Enclosure None

Installation Location In-ceiling/wall

Connection Input Single wire

Functions Normal/High+

Dimensions Ø 265 x 41 mm
Ø 10.4 in x 1.61 inches

Cut-out dimensions Ø 223 mm
Ø 8.8 inches

Installation depth 36,5 mm
1.43 in

Panel thickness 10.5 - 28 mm
0.59 - 1.1 inches

Panel thickness (Reversed Dog Legs) N/A

Weight 1.2 kg
2.64 lbs

Shipping Weight 2.1 kg
4.62 lbs

Accessories Manual 
Cut-out template
Front grille

Optional accessories: Black grille 
E-Series grille (round or square)

All technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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